
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL FEIERTAG 

TAG DES DEUTSCHEN BIERES / GERMAN BEER DAY 
DEUTSCHER REINHEITSGEBOT / GERMAN PURITY LAW 

der 23. April 1516 

How Was the Reinbeitsgebot Born? 

German expat Horst Dornbusch, an award-winning brewer, beer judge and writer, says the rule's 500-year hist01y is rather 
surprising. "That small 31-word passage in an obscure proclamation, crafted at the height of the Renaissance, has since acquired 
an almost mythical status in Germany. It is hailed as the country's indispensable guardian of beer quality," he notes via e-mail. 

The Reinheitsgebo~, which may be the world's oldest active consumer protection law, predates the birth of today's unified 
Germ~y._ Duke ~ 1J_h_elm TV of Bavaria handed it down in the city oflngolstadt half a millennium ago as the Substitutionsverbot 
(substitution prohib1t10n). Even 500 years ago, it was rather old news. 

Previous efforts to control the quality and pric~g of German beer date back to at least 1156, when Augsburg adopted a similar 
statute under the Holy Roman Emperor Fredenck "Barbarossa." 

Wilhelm's Bavarian law spread gradually across the land until, in 1906, it became mandatory throughout Germany by an Imperial 
Act under the reign of Kaiser Wilhelm IL 

But it ~as~'t until World War I that a Bavarian legislator introduced a new phrase to describe the law during a beer tax debate
~he Re1~e1tsgebot. Though the statute hadn't been known as a "beer purity" law before this time the phrase was embraced 
1mmcd1ately and has been used enthusiastically ever since. 

Why Was it Passed? 

Sixteenth century 'breweries' bore little resemblance to modem facilities with their gleaming stainless steel tanks. 

Open fires boiled brew kettles and fermentation took place in pitch-lined wooden vats. The process was less than hygienic and 
contamination was common. Brewers regularly added questionable ingredients like wood shavings, roots, and even poisonous 
(though hallucinogenic) plants like fungi or henbane. The results were intoxicating but they could also make imbibers sick--or 
worse. 

Beer in this era wasn't just forrelaxation, it was a dietary staple for many and the act aimed to ensure a safe, reliable supply. It 
also helped set prices and profit margins to make sure beer was affordable-in fact the vast majority of the law deals with pricing 
and penalties designed to hit brewers in the pocketbook. 

And the Reinheitsgebot was as much a baker protection act as a beer law. Banning wheat in beer kept it available and cheap for 
bakers, while brewers used still less expensive barley. This edict ensured that the people would have plenty of bread to wash 
down with their beers. 

The original law restricted beer brewers to three ingredients; "thou shalt use no other piece than barley, hops, and water for 
making beer," it stated. However it has since been tweaked many times over. 

Yeast, which converts sugar to alcohol and CO2 during fermentation and helps determine a beer's flavor, wasn't included 
because the law predates its discovery. 

During old-fashioned open air brewing processes (which some brewers still employ today) there was enough airborne yeast, 
particularly near bakeries where beer was often brewed, that it was naturally added to the mix unnoticed by brewers. 

After Antonie van Leeuwenhoek's microscope debuted in 1676 scientists gradually uncovered the role of yeast in fermentation 
and the law was amended to include it. Another notable addition was malted wheat, which enables brewers to make familiar 
German top-fermented styles like Hefeweizen, Alt, and Kolsch. 


